Add It Up! with Jack

Help Jack by solving the word problems below.

1. Jack’s hen lays 6 eggs on Monday, 3 eggs on Wednesday and 7 eggs on Saturday. How many eggs did Jack’s hen lay?

2. The beanstalk had 7 leaves. The next day it grew 8 new leaves. How many leaves did the beanstalk have?

3. Jack is watching clouds float in the sky. He sees 4 puffy clouds over his house, 11 clouds around the beanstalk, and 3 clouds in the distance. How many clouds did Jack see?

4. Jack buys 20 more magic beans from the old man. A few days later, 14 beans have sprouted up. How many beans have not sprouted up yet?

5. The magical harp knows 18 songs. Jack teaches the harp 7 new songs but the harp can only remember 5 of them. How many songs does the harp know?